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	Harness the power of Chef to automate management of Windowsbased systems using handson examples


	About This Book

	
		Discover how Chef can be used to manage a heterogeneous network of Windows and Linux systems with ease
	
		Configure an entire .NET application stack, deploy it, and scale in the cloud
	
		Employ a step-by-step and practical approach to automate provisioning and configuration of Windows hosts with Chef



	Who This Book Is For


	This book is designed for systems administrators who have had some exposure to Chef and are interested using it to manage their Windows-based systems. Some exposure to programming or scripting languages is expected for portions of this book.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Integrate Windows systems with Linux-based systems in a heterogeneous network
	
		Automate the configuration of new Windows servers to provide various network services such as a web application
	
		Scale your Windows infrastructure in a consistent and automated manner with cloud providers such as AWS, Rackspace Cloud, and Azure
	
		Deploy new hosts into your infrastructure in minutes instead of hours
	
		Develop cookbooks and recipes for your custom Windows configuration
	
		Deploy and configure a complete .NET / IIS application to a Windows server using Chef



	In Detail


	This book begins with an introduction to the functionality and benefits of using Chef to manage Windows systems. From there, you are shown an overview of the Chef architecture and how to prepare a Windows host so that it can be managed by Chef, followed by an example of writing code to install a popular .NET application with Chef.


	This book looks at how Windows system administrators can effectively leverage Chef as an automated system management tool to simplify their lives through managed infrastructure. Included are practical examples that will help you to understand how to take advantage of Chef when managing your infrastructure.


	By the end of the book, you will be able to deploy software, provision hosts (including cloud servers), develop and test recipes for multiple platforms, and manage Windows hosts using the powerful tools that Chef provides.
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Topics in Cryptology -- CT-RSA 2011: The Cryptographers' Track at the RSA Conference 201Springer, 2011

	The RSA conference was initiated in 1991 and is a major international event for cryptography and information security researchers as well as the industry related to these disciplines. It is an annual event that attracts hundreds of vendors and thousands of participants from industry and academia. Since 2001, the RSA conference has included...
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Ace the Programming Interview: 160 Questions and Answers for SuccessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Be prepared to answer the most relevant interview questions and land the job


	Programmers are in demand, but to land the job, you must demonstrate knowledge of those things expected by today's employers. This guide sets you up for success. Not only does it provide 160 of the most commonly asked interview questions...
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Probabilistic Graphical Models: Principles and Techniques (Adaptive Computation and Machine Learning series)MIT Press, 2009

	Most tasks require a person or an automated system to reason--to reach conclusions based on available information. The framework of probabilistic graphical models, presented in this book, provides a general approach for this task. The approach is model-based, allowing interpretable models to be constructed and then manipulated by reasoning...
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Campbell-Walsh Urology 12th Edition ReviewElsevier Limited, 2020

	
		With new and updated questions based on Campbell-Walsh-Wein Urology 12th Edition content, this comprehensive review covers all the core material you need to know for board exam preparation and MOC exams. From basic science underpinnings to the most recent developments in medical and surgical care, more than 3,000...
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Managing Trust in CyberspaceCRC Press, 2013

	In distributed, open systems like cyberspace, where the behavior of autonomous agents is uncertain and can affect other agents' welfare, trust management is used to allow agents to determine what to expect about the behavior of other agents. The role of trust management is to maximize trust between the parties and thereby provide a basis...
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Soft Computing in Ontologies and Semantic Web (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2006
Being the important means by which people acquire and publish information nowadays, theWeb has been a huge information resource depository all around the world and the huge amount of information on the Web is getting larger and larger every day. It is becoming very crucial for computer programs to deal with information on the Web automatically and...
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